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ABSTRACT
Two approaches to  information coding and retrieval are discussed 
with the aim of applying computer oriented methods to the storage and 
retrieval of biological information. With the  physical plant available 
to the author, card storage of the data in numeric mode was chosen 
as most p rac tica l. The final te s t  program w as written to be self 
coding and automatic in  its f ile  m aintenance. The IBM 1620 was 
chosen for i ts  straightforward programming ease  and large internal 
working memory.
The author feels the in itia l steps toward information retrieval 
must be taken as soon as p o ssib le , as the amount of data for coding
I
is  increasing rapidly, and the need for rapid data retrieval must be 
met in order to  m aintain the presently  increasing rate of scientific 
development.
The program in th is  paper may form a building block for future 
applied, large scale program s.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing reliance of our current civ ilization  on the a tta in ­
ments of scientific research , has resulted in the publication of an  un­
precedented mass of factual litera tu re , in most, if not a l l ,  fields of 
science in recent y ea rs . This exponential-like increase of published 
data has yielded a bountiful supply of new information, which daily 
offers for consideration and application more new facts than  formerly 
came to  light in  an entire year.
Keeping abreast of the literatu re, even in a restric ted  scientific 
fie ld , has now progressed from a spare time diversionary occupation to 
a full time vocation for one or more people. A research  worker desiring 
background information from the literature for use in an experiment or 
for reference in a publication, must often stop a ll other work and spend 
an extended period of time in a library. If pertinent information is  also 
desired from allied  f ie ld s , the task  may become so formidable tha t 
many investigators find it more practical and expedient to run pre­
liminary experiments rather than  attempt a literature search . Sim ilarly, 
the reluctance of some workers to search the literature for taxonomic 
information, has resulted in confused and complex synonomies w ithin 
the biological sc ien ces . Although duplication of experiments are part
of the se lf checking nature of scientific  re se a rch , such duplications 
are of little  or no value unless they are easily  a c ce ss ib le  for com­
parative purposes.
Scientists are not the only group to be overwhelmed by this 
flood of published matter. Libraries are falling stead ily  further and 
further behind in the ir cataloguing of new w orks, and of necessity  the 
cataloguers are curtailing the number of new publications to which they 
can subscribe and file . Even at th is ra te , only the  sc ien tific  journals 
them selves are catalogued, not the papers they contain .
Several approaches have been made to ease  the load of lite ra ­
ture survey by sc ien tis ts . These include the publication of b ibliogra­
phies (5), and abstracts (6, 9), the increased  se lec tiv ity  of journal 
editors and the establishm ent of new journals to cover ever more r e ­
stric ted  fields (39), and the publication of review journals (13). Each 
of these  methods has tended to sa tisfy  some of the  n ee d s , but recently 
even these  organs have been falling rapidly behind the rate of publica­
tion . Many of the abstracting journals (6, 9) have become so massive 
that scanning the abstracts of a particular field may involve consider­
able tim e. Additionally, most of the papers are a year beyond the ir 
publication date before they appear in the review or abstracting journals. 
Furthermore, a major number of the papers are between nine months and 
a year and a half old before they appear in print.
It has become desirable and often extremely necessary  to be able
to se lec t, w ith rapidity , and accuracy, potentially pertinent papers 
from the voluminous number of published a r tic le s . A worker must 
know with a fa ir degree of confidence tha t he has been supplied with 
a majority, if  not all o f, the references to the papers written on the 
particular sub ject matter he is  investigating . Even if he should be 
fortunate enough to have access  to a file system which does not d e ­
mand his personal time for literature search es , he must necessarily  
w ait a prolonged period of time for the file to be searched , the data 
extracted, duplicated , and sent to him.
Since the  problem is  tw ofold, i . e . ,  the cataloguing and storage 
of information by the library and the retrieval of inform ation for the 
researcher, any solution either temporary or relatively  permanent must 
relieve both the  storage and retrieval bo ttlenecks. The eventual a l le ­
viation of th e se  problems is  to be found in the selfsam e devices which 
have made possible much of the research data reported in the mass of 
publications „ These devices are the electronic com puters, particularly 
the high speed digital com puters. Many of these machines are capable 
of performing arithm etic at speeds measured in m illi- , m icro-, or nano­
seconds (13, 26, 27). Because most computers can make comparative 
operations a t these high sp eed s, their use in information storage and 
retrieval becomes se lf ev iden t. M achines equipped with magnetic tape 
units for external storage are potentially capable of scanning thousands
of coded literature references per minute. Often a variety of subjects 
can be searched for concurrently. Computers are capable of storing 
or searching and printing out bibliographical references at the rate of 
several hundred per minute. With proper programming some computers 
can actually catalogue papers automatically and abstract the material 
for publication. This technique is  lim ited to certain  fields where word 
frequency ind icates relative word im portance.
This paper deals with the use of computers for the storage and 
retrieval of information in the field of nematology, a scientific field 
with which the author is  fam iliar. However, most of the statem ents 
concerning application of computers should be considered as applying 
to science in general, particularly the biological sc iences.
The reader is referred to  the glossary for the definition of 
unfamiliar te rm s.
The Need for Information Retrieval 
in the Field of Nematology
A number of the abstracting and bibliographical journals (17, 34) 
survey nematological literatu re, but in each case only one or two 
branches of the field are covered in  d eta il. Nematology h as , as do 
some other scien tific  f ie ld s , a history of development which has 
arbitrarily divided the subject into several branches: medical and 
veterinary nematology (from human and animal parasitology or helmin­
thology), phytonematology (from plant pathology and economic
entomology), in sect nematology (from entomology), marine nematology, 
free-liv ing  and fresh water nematology. Each branch has tended to 
develop at its  own rate and more or le ss  independent of the other 
b ranches. As new knowledge has been added to each branch of 
nematology the various subfields have begun to overlap. For ex­
am ple, marine nematodes have been found on land while some plant 
p arasites  have been found in the ocean. The problem of sem i­
independent branches of a field of science occurs, with its  attendant 
problem s, in almost every scientific  discipline to one degree or 
another.
The uncoordinated and incomplete cataloguing of the literature 
in  a field  such as nematology em phasizes the need for high speed in ­
formation cataloguing and re trieval. The author noted th is need and 
believes that the relatively young and uncluttered field of nematology 
offers a practical starting point for what could develop into an efficient 
computer programmed information retrieval file system . Although the 
elim ination of clutter is  a basic  aim of information re trieva l, it must 
start from an uncluttered origin. With present equipment and tech n i­
ques it  is  im practical to attempt to correct the previous faults in 
information storage.
APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
Once it was determined that a high speed access information 
retrieval file was desired, it became necessary to choose suitable 
devices for practical implementation. A choice also had to be made 
as to what information would be needed from the file and how much 
detail it  should contain. A further determination had to be made of 
a flexible and efficient method of coding the desired data . Each of 
these  choices was dependent to some degree on the other cho ices.
The Data to be Stored
The basic information needed in any information retrieval file 
is  necessarily  a reference to the author(s), the journal or source, and 
the date of publication. After consultation with a number of research 
personnel in various fie ld s , it  was ten tatively  concluded that the title  
w as of le ss  importance than a set of words indicative of the subject 
matter or content of the a rtic le . The title  "Three new species of 
nematodes from Brazil" gives no indication as to whether these are 
m arine, plant parasitic  or animal parasitic  forms. If a key to the 
species and the establishm ent of a new genus were involved, th is ,  
likew ise , might be overlooked.
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The use of the keywords (subject matter ind icato rs), TAXONOMY, 
TYLENCHORHYNCHUS, HELICOTYLENCHUS, NSP, KEY, HCOTTON, 
and BRAZIL, informs the individual that th is  particular paper contains 
new species descrip tions, a key , and that the nematodes were found 
on cotton in Brazil. The number of keywords assigned to any docu­
ment is  basically  unlim ited. Generally a dozen or so words w ill de­
scribe the subject matter of most papers. More detailed information 
has been stored in some ambitious attem pts at cataloguing scientific  
information, but the effort necessary' to put th is data into the desired 
coded form became so exhaustive tha t these  system s have generally 
failed to  become functional. In addition, these system s did not use 
a computer to  code and sort the information.
The final choice as to which paper are important lie s  with the 
individual research  w orkers, rather than in a question posed to  a 
machine by someone not necessarily  in  the field of science being 
scanned.
Choice of M achines
Available at the present time are two basic  dev ices , sorter and 
com puters. The use of high speed electrom echanical sorters was re ­
jected  because of the awkward and time consuming process of making 
numerous p asses  with the data ca rd s . Card storage of the data is the 
necessary  prerequisite for these  dev ices . The high speed data
processing computers with a moderate size storage capacity appear to 
be the most p ractical devices at the present tim e. These computers 
may be divided into two ca tegories. Category one, consists  of 
dev ices with very small memory capacity and high speed input and 
output. Category two consists  of devices with relatively large memory 
cap ac ities  and various speed input and output dev ices. The category 
two computers were deemed to be more desirable as  the ir larger memory 
offers a flexibility of program and volume of storage space not av a il­
able in  category one m achines.
Louisiana State U niversity currently has an IBM 1620 digital 
computer with 60,000 digits of memory. Although more desirable 
m achines e x is t, the IBM 1620 w as chosen for its  availab ility  and 
straightforward programming. Such a un it, with the addition of 
magnetic tape d ev ices , is  to be desired , if larger units are not ava il­
able .
Coding the Information
In any file system  some form of coding the information is  usually 
em ployed, in order to reduce storage space and to facilita te  the search. 
The two most common methods are alphabetic sorting and decimal coding. 
The firs t of th ese  is  a time consuming task  on any machine. The use of 
alphabetic coding other than sorting has been successfu l in a number of
N.
c a se s : The Dewey Decimal System of lib raries , City ©odes for bus,
train  and a irlin es . A short tria l with the use of alphabetic characters 
in the coding system was made, and resulted  in the formation of a 
number of words of a sacrelig ious, profane, or obscene nature such 
as HELL, ANO (Spanish anus), ASS, and DAMN. For th is reason the 
more familiar decimal system was chosen for th is  problem. This 
choice also  re lieved , to a ce rta in  degree, another problem inherent 
in alphabetic m aterial. The alphabets of all languages do not employ 
the same 26 characters as English. Some examples are: the German 
A O U , the Spanish? N ch 11 rr, the Swedish &, the Danish 0 ,  and the 
French C .
The fact tha t libraries deal with much the same heterogeneous 
mass of data as an information retrieval file suggests certain  library 
cataloguing system s might be profitably employed for machine coding. 
The two most commonly used library system s are the Dewey Decimal 
System (11) and the Library of Congress System , both of which employ 
decimal coding.
A closer look at the Dewey Decimal System reveals that it  has 
several d istinct d isadvantages, particularly in  regard to automated 
information re trieva l. F irst, the file code is  "closed" in structure, 
as far as subject matter is concerned. That i s ,  any new publication 
must be filed in one of the major categories between "000" and "999."
As new su b jec ts , not conceived of when the cataloguing system was 
es tab lished , a r ise , they must be fitted into one o f the existing su b jec ts ,
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or placed in the general (miscellaneous) category. An automated 
information retrieval program, to be fully effective , must be ex ­
pandable, perforce, an open-ended coding system for subject matter 
is  required. Second, as finer or more detailed subjects appear within 
the estab lished  general subjects of the Dewey Decimal System’," it is 
necessary  to add subdividing digits following the decimal point. This 
resu lts  in  code numbers of a variable number of digits which are d iffi­
cult to store and handle efficiently in present day com puters. Third, the 
Dewey Decimal System makes use of alphabetic characters to catalogue 
author groups w ithin the identifying code number. Mixed mode data 
(alphabetic and numeric characters) are also difficult to handle effic ien tly  
in most com puters. To all intents and purposes these  same criticism s 
apply to the Library of Congress S y stem .. Therefore i t  seems practical 
to reject the major library codings system s currently in u se , and e s ­
tab lish  a simple decimal system .
Data Preparation and Early Programming
All the data to  be used by a computer must be prepared by some 
means or another in a medium and format acceptable by the computer.
Most computers accept cards and/or paper ta p e , and typed in informa­
tio n . The format of the input data w ill be d iscussed  in the section on 
programming. The early and current machines at Louisiana State 
U niversity use punched cards and the typewriter for input of the data .
The typewriter is  much too slow for more than occasional u se .
Cards have several advantages and disadvantages over paper 
tap e . Tape must be either spliced or repunched in event of an error. 
Paper tape is  hard to read and can not be sorted , which is  fairly easy  
on cards. C ards, however, require more storage space than tape . 
Tape and card can be read with about equal speed , while cards can 
be punched at a much greater rate of speed . For th ese  reasons cards 
were chosen as the media of input and storage.
GENERAL DATA PREPARATION
Preparing data for storage may be accom plished either by the 
person who reviews the a r tic le s , or by his preparing a data sheet to 
be processed by a card punch operator. If the reviewer prepares his 
own d a ta , he must be an  experienced card punch operator or use 
specia l cards such as "M ark-Sense" or "Port-a-Punch. "
In a short tr ia l , the "Port-a-Punch" method of data recording 
took over three times as long as entering the data on standard dhta 
sheets and then having it  punched and verified by regular card punch 
operators. The "M ark-Sense" cards, although rapid to  prepare and 
easy to correct, were unsatisfactory because of m isinterpretation in 
processing and card m utilation. Since the speed of operation of a 
program is  dependent on the speed of the input-output device (reading 
tim e), any significant reduction in the volume of cards handled resu lts 
in a direct proportionate reduction in the to ta l operating tim e. "Port- 
a-Punch" cards double the volume of material to be handled, while 
"M ark-Sense" cards trip le  i t .  Along with the increased  data handling 
tim e, additional program instructions are necessary  to  adjust the data 
entering on two or three cards rather than one .
It was decided th a t the data could be best prepared for machine
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entry by entering the data on 80 column or sim ilar work sheets and 
then having it punched and verified by regular card punch operators. 
Very few errors were detected when numeric data were keypunched 
by an inexperienced operator and verified by another equally inex­
perienced operator. Specifically two errors were found in the punch­
ing of 400 data ca rd s . Errors are slightly more common when alphabetic 
information is  punched by inexperienced or experienced operators 
a like . Eight errors were found in 1200 cards of alphabetic m aterial. 
Most of the errors were due to punching alphabetic characters for 
numeric (zero and the le tte r 0) and v ise v e rsa , or to misreading a 
number. Most of the errors appeared to be due to poor printing on 
the part of the individual who recorded the d a ta . The above mentioned 
1200 card sample contained mixed mode program m aterial, and it  is  
expected tha t the error rate would drop if  the material were a ll alpha­
betic or a ll numeric in natu re.
The early phases of th is  problem were undertaken while the 
Louisiana State University Computer Center had an IBM 650 computer. 
The first attempt to program for information retrieval w as on th is 
machine. Before the program was com pleted, the IBM 650 was re ­
placed by an IBM 1620. Since the two computers use different 
methods for handling data , the original program was rew ritten for 
the new computer. It soon became evident tha t the new machine 
could handle more d a ta , fa s te r, if a different programming technique
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were u sed . Rather than abandon the first program it was completed 
for the experience to be gained.
This early program uses jL card for each paper, and contains 
the authors nam es, the date of publication and the journal name in 
coded form. In addition the 80 digits available allow for the storage 
of 4 subject codes, 9 generic codes, the language code, and the 
summary code. If more than the above mentioned codes are needed, 
additional cards must be prepared. The program in its  finished form 
requires the assigning of the various code number, by the reviewer, 
from a set of code books giving the various words and their code 
numbers. The system  is  rather laborious to code and decode. The 
data cards can be presorted and may be converted to 1 subject per 
card format for easie r storage and speedier scanning. To reduce the 
problem of coding and decoding, the authors nam es, the sub jec ts , 
and the  genera are assigned code numbers based on their firs t-le tte r.
A short program was written to  assign  code numbers to new 
w ords. This program and the other parts of the preliminary program 
are outlined in Appendix A. O ccasionally an author*s name leaves 
some doubt as to  what is  a proper la s t name. For example: should 
the name W . J. van der Linde be assigned a code number on the basis 
of the "v" in van der Linde, the "d" in der Linde, or the "L" in Linde; 
also  should C . Bazan de Segura be assigned a code number on the basis 
of the word Segura or the word Bazan? What has been done, is  to lis t
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a ll combinations of the name in  question , assigning the code number 
to  what is  arbitrarily believed to be the proper com bination, and then 
assigning the same code number to the alternate combinations of the 
name. This is  done by preparing the name cards with the preferred 
combination f irs t, and followed by the alternate com binations, 
designated by an "11" or "minus" punch in the la s t column of the 
card .
Future reference to th is program in th is paper is  by the name 
"one p ass"  program. The final program is  referred to as the "two 
p ass"  program.
THE "TWO PASS " PROGRAM
The "two pass" program w as designed from its  beginning to 
operate on the IBM 1620 digital computer. The experience obtained 
from writing the "one pass" program pointed out several areas where 
distinct improvements were p o ssib le . These are: the inclusion of a 
bibliography, the elimination of hand coding, and the sim plification 
of the file system . These improvements could add considerably to 
the efficiency and flexibility of any information retrieval f ile .
The "two pass" program does the following th ings: codes and 
punches cards with the codes representing the subject matter of 
papers, codes requests for information, se lec ts  cards referring to 
documents containing the desired information, and maintains a file 
of the coded keywords and their code num bers. All of th is is  controlled
t
by one parameter card . The methods used should allow for simple 
conversion to magnetic tape sto rage .
Information and Method of Coding
D espite a number of opinions to the contrary, it was found a 
full bibliography and even a short abstract greatly fac ilita tes  the 
screening of publications by research  w orkers. In addition, i t  elim i­
nates the necessity  of coding author, journal, and language on the
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data c a rd s . The person reviewing an artic le should not be bound by 
the need to restric t his descriptive keywords to any specific number 
or specific category. The number of keywords is lim ited to 18, one 
80 column card , but in a magnetic tape version of the program, th is 
restric tion  could be removed. To further simplify the coding problem, 
one file serves for a ll ca tego ries. The file is  open-ended, the only 
size lim it being the number of digits available to code the docum ents. 
S ince , four digits are used 9999 keywords can be coded. The major 
time consuming task  of coding the keywords has been assigned to the 
computer.
Method Used in Writing the Program
Basically there are three ways of writing a program for an 
electronic computer. F irst, th is may be done directly in machine 
language, usually some form of number code. This involves keeping 
trade of a large number of data locations by number even in a re la ­
tively  short program. In a long program th is task  is  nearly im­
p o ssib le . Second, the program may be w ritten in FORTRAN, a sem i- 
mathematical representation of the logic of the  data flow. This 
technique depends on a master program to assem ble a series of 
generalized subroutines into a functional program, satisfying the 
logic of the FORTRAN sta tem ents. Because the subroutines are of an 
a ll purpose or general nature, and because the computer cannot
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predict how you plan to  use the output of one subroutine at a la ter 
period in the program, FORTRAN is only moderately efficien t. The 
third method is  SPS, a smybolic method of writing machine language 
instruc tions. The la tte r  method was chosen for writing the "two pass" 
program as it  offers optimum efficiency lim ited only by the ability  of 
individual doing the programming.
An in itia l assumption w as made that as much storage area as 
possible should be reserved for the f ile . A second assum ption, that 
top speed would be desirable for a practical program, was also  made.
By making as many comparisons as possib le  in  numeric form and by 
comparing only words of equal length , much time has been saved.
Only the cards for the compilation of data file cards and request 
cards are read in alpham erically. To save as much space as possib le 
a number of short storage areas were assigned to the unused portions 
of in struc tions.
The Program
To achieve the desired improvements, an entirely new approach 
was made to the problem. The bibliographic references with their 
document numbers are stored as a separateffile on a standard 80 column 
punch card , suitable for conversion and storage on magnetic tap e . The 
data file consists of the keywords, stored as 18 or fewer four digit code 
numbers, with their associa ted  6 digit document numbers on 80 column
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punch ca rd s . The format Is a s  follows:
1 7  78 80
BBBBBBKKKKK.......................................... K_____
(B=Bibliography, K= Keyword,  = blank column).
Keywords are chosen by the reviewer as single words of 2 to 25
le tte rs , describing the content of the paper or giving other pertinent
information. To make 2 words act in storage as 1 word, the two words
must be hyphenated with no blanks involved. To indicate a h o st, the
name is  preceded by the le tte r H, e . g . ,  HCOTTON. To indicate a
d a te , D is  placed before the d a te . All other words are w ritten
normally, except that they may not start with a number, as a number
ind icates a new document. For any numbers other than dates Z is  used
as a prefix.
To code data ca rd s , the appropriate document numbers followed 
by the ir associated  keyword cards are read into the computer, preceded 
by a parameter card . The keywords are read one at a time and com­
pared with the keyword file in  memory. When a ll the keyword codes 
for any one document have been placed in the punch a rea , a data 
card is  punched and the computer goes on to code the next document.
If a keyword does not appear in  the f ile , the computer auto­
m atically assigns the next available code number and stores th is  
number with the keyword in an appropriate location . If no method 
were used to organize the keyword f ile , i t  would be necessary , on 
the average, to scan at least half the file for each keyword. Therefore,
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despite the more appealing aspects of alphabetic sto rage, the storing 
of words based  on the number of le tte rs  in them is by far the more 
practical approach. In th is way only that portion of the memory with 
words of the same length as the keyword being coded need be 
scanned.
This same portion of the program is also  used to code request 
ca rd s , there being only the need to change the parameter card . If a 
keyword, used in a request, does not appear in the file , the computer 
halts for the entry of either a substitute word or orders to ignore the 
word.
To se lec t requested documents, 10 request ca rd s , preceded by 
a parameter card and followed by the data f ile , are loaded into the 
machine. Ten requests can be searched for at any one tim e. When 
any data card contains all the keyword codes appearing in a request 
card , the computer punches a duplicate of the data card preceded by 
the two digit code number of the request card .
The output may either be sorted by request card number and 
lis ted  for the researcher to look up the appropriate documents by 
number in a suitable book or if there is  a large number of output 
ca rd s , they may be sorted by document number, read into the com­
puter with a parameter card , and followed by the bibliography cards . 
These may be lis ted  on an appropriate device such as the IBM 402 
or 407 printer. The la tte r method would be most appropriate when 
the number of selected  documents is  over 100.
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When the program must be removed from the machine, the entry 
of a parameter card w ill cause the file to be punched along with the 
necessary  reloading data .
GLOSSARY
Alphameric - The representation of alphabetic data in 2 digit numeric 
codes.
Card- punch-unit -  a m achine, with a typew riter-like keyboard, which 
punches information into punch cards.
Console -  a control panel upon which may be displayed the internal 
operations of the computer and through which certain  information may 
be entered into the computer.
D igital -  a modifier indicating the use of discrete b its or units of 
information as opposed to analog.
External memory -  memory which is  available to the computer, but 
which can be disengaged from the computer, e . g . ,  random access 
storage disks and magnetic tap e .
Flow diagram - a series of diagram itcally arranged steps showing the 
stepw ise procedure followed by the computer when operating with a 
particular program.
FORTRAN -  (Formula Translation) - a sem i-m athem atical means of 
representing the various operations to be performed on a se t of data . 
This is  converted into an operational program by a specia l translator 
program.
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Input -  any means by which information or data is  made available for 
action in the computer, e . g . ,  ca rd s , paper tap e , magnetic ta p e , and 
console typew riter.
Internal Memory - memory which is  an intergal part of the computer 
and which may not be removed from i t .
M agnetic tape- -  p lastic  tape with a surface coating of magnetic iron 
oxide on which b its of information may be stored.
Mark Sense Cards -  punch cards of 80 column size  which are marked 
with special p en c ils . They can hold 27 digits of information which is  
translated  into punches by a specia l machine.
Memory -  the means (electrical or electro-m echanical) by which a 
computer may store information for future u se .
Mode -  the form of data sto rage , either numeric or alpham eric.
Output -  any means by which internally stored data is  re leased  from 
the computer, e . g . ,  ca rd s , paper ta p e , magnetic ta p e , and console 
typewriter.
Paper Tape -  an elongate role of narrow paper in w hich digits are 
represented by se ts  of holes punched into the tap e .
Port- a -Punch -  specia l cards with perforated numbers, which are 
punched out with the aid of a stylus and a specia l board. Each 80 
column size card holds 40 digits of information.
Program - a series of machine language instructions which cause input 
data to be processed by desired methods to give desired  output data .
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Punch card - a th in , hard cardboard into which 80 columns of informa­
tion may be punched to  represent the digits from 0 to  9 and a plus (12) 
or minus (11) sign . Alphabetic and special characters are represented 
by two or three punches in the same column.
Read-punch -  A device which detects information in punched cards and 
tran sla tes  it into usable form for a computer. It also  reverses the 
process to produce in punch cards the information in a computer. 
Record mark -  a specia l character used  to  control data transm ission 
and typewriter output in  a computer.
SPS -  (Symbolic Programming System) -  a system for writing programs, 
which allows the use of symbols to represent various operations and 
areas in a program, without the need of keeping track of exact numeric 
positions.
i
DISCUSSION
Any program w ritten  for information retrieval on a computer must 
be modified for the particular computer u sed , and for the particular 
data being coded and re trieved . The programs d iscussed  in th is  paper 
represent starting points or tr ia l programs on which future applied 
points or tr ia l programs on which future applied programs may build .
That these  exact programs can ever be used in the ir present form seems 
unlikely. At le a s t an entire year working with a ll phases of the par­
ticu lar su b jec t, and with a variety of rev iew ers, research w orkers, and 
organizations would be necessary  to  impliment a useful large scale 
program of information re trieva l.
The in itia l steps have been taken by a number of organizations 
to set up information retrieval programs, but to d a te , these  are either 
title  abstracting or very lim ited in nature. The "Two Pass Program" of 
the author might be used  as a suitable starting point for writing a 
generalized information retrieval program for the biological sciences if a 
machine with the necessary  speed and outside memory (magnetic ta p e , 
or removable disc storage) were made ava ilab le .
The advantage of alphabetic sto rage , more data stored per card , 
would be exceeded by a permanent magnetic memory. W ith suitable 
programming only a small portion of the file would have to be searched
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for the proper references. Card storage s till has one major advantage, 
ease of correction. This, however, can be outweighed by the input- 
output speed of the other storage methods.
Information retrieval s till depends on the sk ill of the person 
reviewing the printed a rtic le . When a computer oriented, self 
abstracting , v isual alphabetic reading, system is  developed, then 
information retrieval may become a large scale  rea lity .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The need for a high speed , general purpose information retrieval 
program, of a descriptive or indicative type , is  becoming extremely 
actite. This urgency is  the direct re su lts , in part, of the use of high 
speed datar processing and of modern c iv iliza tion 's  increasing de­
pendency upon sc ience . In order for science to continue to progress 
at its  current rate of speed and discovery, as w ell as application , 
prompt cataloguing, indexing, cross-referencing , and access  to 
pertinent information buried in the voluminous files of published 
m atter, must be achieved. W ith the recent advancements in the field 
of electronic d igital com puters, th is  se t of desired criteria is  coming 
within the realm of practicability  „
The field  of Nematology, as d ispersed as i t  i s ,  with its  limited 
size and numerous organs of publication, needs some form of consolida­
tion for information storage and retrieval purposes. The availab ility  of 
the Computer Research Center at Louisiana State U niversity , helped 
supply the author with the opportunity to  write a suitable information 
retrieval program. The acquisition of an IBM 1620 computer to replace 
the original IBM 650, necess ita ted  the changing of the original program, 
which stored an abbreviated bibliography (author, journal, date). This 
original one-pass program w as inefficient with respect to the time
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necessary  for a reviewer to  encode various authors* names and subject 
m atter. Therefore, a tw o -p ass , se lf coding, open-ended, information 
retrieval program was written for the 1620 w ith the aim of subsequently 
expanding the program for use on a computer employing random access 
memory or magnetic tape sto rage . Complete bibliographies with or 
without short abstracts are p o ssib le . The storage of the keywords, 
presorted by word leng th , greatly expedites the accessib ility  to code 
numbers for both coding data file cards and request ca rd s .
Tests of the one-pass and the tw o-pass programs have been 
made by indexing the nem atological material published in 
NEMATOLOGICA ( ) Appendix C . It seems feasib le  to expand this
tr ia l se t of data to include a ll the publications in the field  of nema- 
tology including, free-liv ing , m edical, veterinary , and entomological 
nematology.
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CLUE
BACK
CARDS
ONE P A S S  PROGRAM
D O R G O l 0 0 0
RN C O D E - 1 6 i 5 0 0
RCTV
WATYI DENT 1 
RCTY
WATYI D E N T 2 
RCTY
W A T Y I D E N T 3
TD EX I T i C O D E
T F  E X I T - 1 . A U T H O R
W N T Y E X I T - 4
RCTY
BC1 L A T E R
BC2. EARLY
W A T Y I D E N T 7
T F  E X I T - 1 . D A T F
W N T Y E X I T - 4
RCTY
WATYI DE N T S  
T F  E X I T - 1  « T OP IC A 
W N T Y E X I T - 3  
RCTY
W A T Y I D E N T 9  
T F  EX I T —1 . GENUS 
W N T Y E X I T - A  
RCTY
WATYI DENTO 
WNTYCODE—1 
RCTY 
RCTY
WATYASWR1 
RCTY
WATYASWR2 
RCTY
B I .  C L U E » 9 0 0  
RN Q U I Z - 7 9 . 5 0 0  
BD F A S T . W A Y  
TFM * + 3 0 . T - 4 « 7 1 1  
SM * + 1 8 . 5 . 7 1 1  
S F
BC1 N E X T 2
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NEXT 1 
N E X T ?
N E X T 3
NEXT 4 
GOOD
L A T E R
EARLY 
T E S T  1
T E S T ?
CM CODE—1 3 . 0 , 8
BNE T E S T  1
BD T E S T 2 . C O D E - 1 2
BD T E S T 3  . C O D E - 6
BD T E S T 4  , C OD E - 7
BD T E S T 4 . C O D E - 8
CM C O D E - 2 . 0 * 8
BNE T E S T 5
BD T E S T 6 . C O D E - 1
BC 3 # + 2 4
WN Q U I Z - 7 9 . 4 0 0
B C4 CARDS
TNF BLANKS + 6  , Q U I Z -
T NF R L A N K S + 1 6 . Q U I Z
TNF B L A N K 5 + 2 6 . Q U I Z
TNF B L A N K S + 3 2 . Q U I Z
WATYRLANKS
B C A R D S - 12
D O R G * - 3
B N C 2 * + 3 2
WATYI D E N T 6
B B A C K + 2 4
D O R G # - 3
W A T Y I D E N T 5
B BACK
D 0 R G * - 3
W A T Y I D E N T 4
B BACK
D O R G * - 3
C A U T H O R , Q U I Z —7 6
BE NEXT 1
C A U T H O R , Q U I Z - 6 2
BE NEXT 1
C A U T H O R , Q U I Z —5 8
BE NEXT 1
C A U T H O R . Q U I Z - 5 4
BE NEXT 1
B CARDS
D O R G # - 3
C D A T E , Q U I Z - 6 8
BE NEXT 2
BNH * + 3 2
B C2 NEXT 2
B CARDS
D 0 R G * - 3
C G E N U S . Q U I Z - 3 9
BE NEXT 4
C GENUS , Q' J  I Z —3 5
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T E S T  6
F A S T
F I X
BE NEXT 4
C G E N U S , Q U I 2 - 3 1
BE NEXT 4
C GENUS . Q U I Z - 2  7
BE NEXT 4
C G E N U S . Q U I Z - 2 3
BE NEXT 4
C GENUS * Q U I Z - l 9
BE NEXT4
C G E N U S . Q U I Z - 1 5
BE NEXT 4
B CARDS
D O R G # - 3
TD L A N G A - 1 , O U I Z - 6 7
TDM l a n g a , 0
TD E X I T - 2 . C O D E - 1
TDM E X I T - l , 0
C EX I T -  1 . LANGA'
BE GOOD
B CARDS
DORG-K—3
t d V A L I D - 1 .WAY
CM . V A L I D . 9 0 . 1 0
BNE F I X E R
S F O U I Z - 5 3
C G U I Z  —51 . TOP ICA
BNE F I X
TFM # + 3 0 . T + 6 0 . 7 1 1
SM # + 1 8 . 5 . 7 1 1
S F
CM # —6 . T + 1 4 5 . o
BNE # - 3 6
NOP
TDM # - 1 1 . 9
TFM T E S T 3 - 6 . N E X T 3 ♦ 7
TFM C A R D S + 6 » R E S E T . 7
TFM N E X T 4 - 6 . T E S T 5 A . 7
B C A R D S + 9 6
D 0 R G * - 3  
WATYERROR1 
WATYERROR2 
RCTY
WATYERROR3 
RCTY
WATYERR0 R4
RCTY
H
B CLUE 
D 0 R G # - 3
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R E S E T  TDM F A S T + 1 4 5 , 1
TFM T E S T 3 - 6 . N E X T 2 *7
TFM N E X T 4 - 6 * T E S T S * 7
TFM CARDS + 6  * CLUE * 7
B CLUE
D 0 R G * - 3
BNE T E S T S * , 0
B I C L U E * 9 0 0 * 0
BD T E S T 3  * C OD E - 6 ♦ 0
B N E X T 2  * « 0
NOP , * 0
f i x e r  w a t y e r r o r s
B F I X + 2 4  
DO R G * —3
I DENT 1DAC 3 2 « NEMATOLOGY C R O S S - R E F E R E N C E  F I L F -
I D E NT 2 DA C 1 4 , S O R T I N G  C O D E S -
I DENT3DAC 2 2 * AUTHOR
I DE N T 4 DA C 2 2 ♦ DATE S  UP THROUGH -
1DENT5DAC 2 2 * DA T E S  FROM
I DENT 6 DAC 1 4 , ALL D A T E S -
I D E N T 7 D A C 2 2 , ONLY THE DATE
I DENT 8 DAC 2 3 ♦ T O P I C
I DE N T 9 DA C 2 2 , GENUS
I DENTODAC 2 5 , LANGUAGE
AS WR1 DAC 2 0 * TYP E D ANSWER F O R MA T -
ASWR2 DAC 4 9 * S E N I  OR AUTHOR* J OU R NA L *  DATE* LANGUAGE + SUMMARY
ERROR 1DAC 4 8 , YOU ARE U S I N G  THE WRONG INDEX CODE OR THE WRONG
E R R 0 R 2 D A C 1 2 * T O P  IC F I LE • -
E R R 0 R 3 D A C 4 7 , COR REC T  YOUR E R R O R ,  RELOAD INDEX CODE AND F I L E -
E R R 0 R 4 D A C 1 7 * THEN PUSH S T A R T . -
E R R 0 R 5 D A C 4 9 * YOU US E D AN I N V A L I D  D I G I T  IN YOUR PARAMETER CARD
BLANKSDAC 1 8 «
CODE DS 1 7
WAY DS 1
E X I T  DS 5
V A L I D  DS 2
AUTHORDS 4 ♦C O D E - 1  3
DATE DS 4 * C O D E - 9
TOP I CADS 3 « C O DE —6
TOP I CBDS 2 * C O D E - 7
GENUS DS 4 «C O D E - 2
LANGA DS 2
Q U I Z  DS 8 0
T DSA Q U I Z - 5 3 , Q U I Z —5 * Q U I Z —9 * Q u I Z —1 3 * Q U I Z - 1 7 , Q U I Z - 2 1 * Q U I Z —2 5
DSA Q U I Z —2 9 * Q U 1 Z —3 3 , Q U l Z - 3 7 « Q U l Z - 4 l , Q U I Z - 4  4 » Q U I Z - 4  7 . Q U I Z - 5 0  
DSA Q U I Z - 7 9 » Q U I Z  —7 5 *  Q U I Z - 7 1 * Q U I Z - 6 7 . Q U I Z - 6 5 « Q U I Z - 6 1 . Q U I Z - 5 7  
DSA Q U I Z - 4 6  » Q U I Z - 4 2 . Q U I Z - 3 0 *  Q U I Z - 3 4  * QU J Z - 3 0  * Q U I Z - 2 6  « Q U I Z - 2 2  
DSA Q U I Z - 1 8 , Q U I Z - 1 4  
D E N D 0 1 0 0 0
1APPENDIX B
3 8
TWO PASS PROGRAM
DORG 401
DSB 25*5
NMBR DC 4 « 1
R 1 DAS 81
R DS 80.R1-1
El DAC 48,BAD PARAMETER CARD. CLEAR AND RELOAD PARAMETER.-
E2 DAC 47,FILE AREA FULL. CLEAR AND LOAD DUMP PARAMETER.-
E3 DAC 50,WORD OVER 26 LETTERS. CLEAR AND RELOAD PARAMETER.-
E4 DAC 24,LOAD BIBLIOGRAPHY FILE * -
E5 DAC 20,CARDS NOT IN ORDER.-
LOAD DAC 24,LOAD FILE, PRESS START.-
NF1 DAC 17, IS NOT IN FILE.-*
NF2 DAC 47, SS-i ON-TYPE SUBSTITUTE WORD, OFF-IGNORE WORD.
DAC 50, PRESS START. TYPE. IF CORRECT, SS-2 OFF. IF INCOR
DAC 29,RECT SS-2 ON. PRESS R/S KEY.-
FINIS DAC 50♦THIS PHASE IS FINISHED. INITIATE NEW PHASE OR DUMP
DAC 49, BY READING PROPER PARAMETER AND NECESSARY DATA.-
BL DAC 50, 2
DAC 31 ,
REST DS ,LOAD+20
RM DS ,00400
T DSA R+4 « R+6.R+I0,R+14» R+18,R+22,R +26»R+30,R+34»R+30
DSA R+42 «R+46
PI DAS 80
START RN R ,500,010
TD *+157,R
TD *+157,R+l
TD *+73,R+2
TD *+73»R+3
TD ♦+133.R+4
TD *+133♦R+5
TD *+133,R+6
TD *+133,R+7
B S-12,,7
B SB-12,,7
BNF *+24,START
BTM LF
BLC *+12
B PF, ,7
B PP
B DN
B DA
B EQ
B DCD
BTM ERR1 * E 1
WN 400*400
WN 480*400
TF *+18 *405
WN 405*400
AM *-6*80*10
CM *-18*59999
BNH *-36
B TYPE
DORG *-3
TFM * + 119*410
TF *+59*405
TFM *+59 » 4
TR R * BL— 1
AM *+23*4
TNF R 1+6 *405
AM *-1 ,4
TF R 1+60 » *-13*11
WA R 1*400
C *-37*410*7
BL *-84
AM *-49*2
AM *-25*5
CM *-85*59999
BL *-132
B TYPE
RCTY
WATY LOAD
H '
RN 400*500
RN 480*500
TF *+18*405
fcN 405*500
AM *—6*80 * 10
CM *-18*59999
BNH *-36
CF START
BB
DORG *—9
TFM NEW+6 *NEW+8
TR R *BL— 1
40
ALPHA
NEW
SF R
BLC TYPE
TFM D C * 1«10
RA R I *500
CM R 1*70*10
BNL WR
TFM *+35*Rl+2
TFM *+35,Rl+l
BD I NCR*R1+2
BD I NCR * R 1 +1
MM D C *5*9
AM 99*400*9
TF M A X •99«11
SM 99*5*10
TF MIN* 99 «1 1
TF LEAST « 99
MM DC * 2*9
AM 99*4*10
SM ALPHA+35 *2*10
C a l p h a +35« m a x •6i l
BE EQUAL
S MAX * 99
C M A X ♦MIN
BH *-48
B *+8
DORG *-3
TD S A V E ♦MIN * 1 1
TD MIN«RM«6
TF *+83*405
S 405*99
C BASE « 405
BNH *+36
A 405*99
BTM E R R 1 * E2
TR 405,405*6
TF MIN,ALPHA+35*611
S MIN,99
TD MIN » SAVE * 6
AM MIN*4 * 10
TF MIN,NMBR*6
TNF EQUAL+30 * NMBR.»6
AM NMBR *1*10
CM LEAST *410
BL EQUAL+36
S LEAST *99»6
e q u a l
WR
I NCR
PP
FIN
e r r i
NOGO
SM LEAST *5*10
B
DORG *-3
S MAX«99
AM MAX« 4» 1 0
TNF Pl+1B * MAX *21 1
AM *-6.8*10
SM *+9 * 1801*810
BE WR
B PF+36
DORG *-3
WA Pt *400
TR P 1*4 « BL + 6
TF Pl+l0*Rl+lO
TFM EQUAL+30 « PI + I 8
TFM EQUAL+57*18.10
B PF+36
DORG *-3
AM ALPHA+35 *2*10
AM ALPHA + 47 ♦ 2 «. 10
AM D C «1 *10
CM DC * 26♦10
BL ALPHA+24
BTM ERRI »E3
TFM WR+59.10*10
TFM NEW+6 * NOGO %
TFM PF+42 * FIN
B PF+24
DORG *-3
TFM WR+59*18*10
TFM NEW+6 « NEW+8
TFM PF+42.TYPE
B TYPE
RCTY
WA *-13.100*6
RCTY
WA REST*100
H
B START
DORG *-3
AM ALPHA+35*3. 1 0
TR ALPHA+35 *NF1 — 1*6
RCTY
WA R1 *1 00
WA NF2*100
4 2
S
SRI
SR2
H
0NC1 PF+12
TFM DC *1*10
TR R.BL-1
RCTY
RA Rl.lOO
BC2 N0G0+72
B PF+72
DORG *-3
BLC *+12
TFM *+11 4 »Q
TFM * + 69 «12 «10
TFM *+30♦T
RN R ♦500
SF T
AM *-6*5*10
SM *+9*1201*810
BNE *-36
TD R + 50 *RM
TR Q *R+2
AM *—6» 48 *10
AM *+9*1*710
SF START
BNLC SI-24
TF INCRQ+21♦SR1+105
TFM SR2 + 45 *18*10
TFM SR2+153 «18•10
TFM *+45 « R+6
TFM *+95•Q+5
TFM *+107* R + 9
RN R *500
SF R+6
AM *—6*4*10
SM *+9*1801« 810
BNE *-36
TFM *+42«Q+5
BLC TYPE
TFM *+23 * R+9
C Q+5 » R+9
BE ADDQ
AM *— 13♦4 t10
CM *-25*0*68
BE INCRQ
SM *+9*1801.810
BNE *-72
I N C R Q
ADOQ
WRQ
EO
COMP
AM *-78,48. 1 0
SM *+9*1001<710
BNE SR2+60
B SR2-72
DORG *-3
AM SR2 + 102 ,4,10
AM SR2+71*44*10
CM SR2+102 » 0 ♦ 8
BE WRQ
C SR2+102♦SR2+71
BNL WRQ
SM SR2+71.44,10
B SR2+72
DORG *-3
SM SR2+71,42,10
TF R+79,SR2+71.11
AM SR2+71,42,10
WN R , 400
B I NCRQ
DORG *-3
BLC DN
RN R , 500
TFM *+30 * R
TFM *+45,20,10
SF R
AM *-6,4,10
SM *+9,2001,810
BNE *-36
TFM COMP+107,R+7
TFM COMP+6,525
TFM C0MP+11,60053
TFM COMP+-1,54,10
SM *+23,54,10
CM 525,59999
BL *+56
AM COMP+11,2,10
SM COMP+6,5,10-
SM COMP-1,2,10
B COMP
DORG *-3
CM C0MP+6,400
BE INCRR
C COMP+iI,R+7,6
BNE COMP-12
TF COMP+11,*-13,611
I NC R R
SB
WB I B
B COMP-12
DORG *-3
AM COMP+107 « 4 «
CM COMP + 107♦ 0»i
BE EO
B COMP-48
DORG *-3
BLC *+12
SF START
TR R «BL— 1
SF R
SF R+156
TFM *+90 « Q—5
TFM *+90 « Q - 1
RA R 1*500
C *+54 **+59«6
BH ADJQ-12
AM *+30*16*10
AM * + 30 «16*10
TF Q+l1*R+11
TF Q + 15* R + 159
BNLC *-84
BTM ERRI•E4
TR R * BL— 1
SF Rl +2
AM SB+1 38* 16* li
TD SB+138.RM
TFM HOLD*Q+l1
TFM *+30*Q+l1
RN R l *500
C Q+l1 « R + 13
BE WBIB
BH *-36
B ADJQ
DORG *-3
TF H OLD**-42
AM H OLD*4.10
TF R + 3 «MOLD »11
WA R l *400
AM HOLD*12.10
BNR *+24 «HOLD♦1
B ADJQ
DORG *-3
C HOLD *R+13*6
BE WBIB
ADJQ
DCD
DCD2
BH ADJQ
BTM E RRI♦ E5
TF BHOLD « R + 13
RN R l *500
C BHOLD♦R + 13
BE WBIB-4B
BL * + 24
BTM ERRI• E4
TF WBIB —42* HOLD
BNR WBIB—48* HOLD
B TYPE
DORG *-3
RN R « 500
TR Pl-1 «BL+2
TFM *+57«19*10
TFM *+18«R+6
SF R+6
AM *-6«4.10
SM *+9*1901*810
BNE *-36
SF R
TF P l+1•R+79
TF PI +20«R+5
CF Pl+1 5
CF PI
WN P I *400
TR Pl-1* 8L+2
TNF Pl+10*R+9
TFM *+71*8
TF *+42 *405
AM *+30 *4
TFM *+59*410
C 405 « R+9
BE FIX
AM *-18 « 8
C * — 30 *410
BL *-48
AM *— 13*5
AM *-37*2
CM *-78*59999
BL DCD2-12
AM DCD2-1*4
CM DCD2-1« R+78
BL DCD2-48
BNLC DCD
FIX
B
DORG
SM
t y p e
A
TF
WA
AM
AM
B
RCTY
DC
WA
BLC
B
DORG
DS
MAX DS
M I N DS
LEAST DS
SAVE DS
BHOLD DS
HOLD DS
BASE
DC
DC
DS
0 DS
DEND
T YP E
*-3
DCD2+23*4 
DCD2—6 •DCD2+23 
P 1+70•DCD2-6 * 11 
P i *400 
0C02+23 * 4 
DCD2—6 » 4 
DCD2+24
FINIS*100 
* + 1 2  
START 
*-4
*START+11 
♦START+119 
•START+131
* ST ART +179
* START+7 
6 *LF+35 
6 »LF+7 
4*0
4*0
1
* BASE 
START
A P E N D I X  C
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ONE P A S S  PROGRAM
SAMPLE DATA
0 0 1 5 3 9 0 1 9 5 7 3  1 1 3 2 0 0 0 3
4 2 0 3 3 9 0 1 9 5 7 3 1 3 0 2 7 5 4 8 8 0 3 1 1 1 0 4 5 0 2 3 6 0 1 0 6 0 2 6 0 0 2 5 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 2  1
1 8 2 8 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1  1 0 3 4 1 4 1 0 9 0  1
0 0 1 2 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1  1 1 4 2 21 0 3
3 6 3 3 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 3  1 1 3 2 0 9 0 7 0 0 1 4 3 9 0 8 3 3 0 5 0 ^ 1 9
0 9 2 7 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1 3 2 7 2 0 6 9 4 1 0 3 1 0 3 4 21 0 3
0 9 2 7 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1 3 2 7 2 0 3 6 5 2 0 3 1 C 3 4 21 0 3
3 6 3 4  3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1  1 1 4 2 3 9 0 1
1 8 2 2 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1  1 I 3 2 2 4 0 1 2 1 0 6
5 4 2 6 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1  1 1 4 2 2 1 0 3 0 9 0 1 4 5 0 2 2 1 0  I
5 4 3 5 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 3 0 1 4 2 21 0 3
3 3 2 8 3 9 0 1 9 5 7 1  5 1 3 2 0 6 0 7 0 9 0 7
6 0 1 8 3 9 0 1 9 5 7 1  3 1 3 2 4 5 0 4
1 8 1 5 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 3 0 1 0 0 0 3 2 2 1 0 3
0 9 1 1 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 2 2 3 0 2 9 0 3 4 6 1 4  1 1 4 2 21 0 3
5 4 2 3 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1  0 1 3 2 4 5 0 5 5 4  0 3 0 0 0 4 0  3 0 5
0 3 2 1 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1 1 0  3 4  7 0 3 4 1 4  2 2 1 0 3
1 8 2 8 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1  1 0 3 4 1 4 1 2 1 0 3
0 9 1 9 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1  0 1 4 2 0 9 0 7 3 9 0 1
1 8 3 2 3 9 0 1 9 5 6 1  0 0 3 1 3 6 0  1
3 3 3 2 3 9 0 1 9 6 0 2  1 1 3 2 0 1 0 0 9 0 2
3 3 3 2 3 9 0 1 9 6 0 2  1 1 3 2 5 1 1 1
5 4 9 5 3 9 0 1 9 6 0  1 3 1 3 1 1 3 2 6 0 2 3
1 8 2 2 3 9 0 1 9 6 0 1  3 1 3 2 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 3
1 8 2 2 3 9 0 1 9 6 0 1 3 5 4 2 6 t 1 3 2 0 1 0 5 1 0 1 2 1 0  1 6 0 0 1
6 0  1 8 3 9 0 1 9 5 9 1 2 1 3 2 0 6 2 3 4 2 0 7 5 1 0 4
1 5 0 4 3 9 0 1 9 5 9 1 3 6 9 3 8 1 3 2 0 6 0 2
5 4 9 5 3 9 0 1 9 5 9 1  3 1 3 2 0 3 1 1 4 5 0 1
0 0 1 5 3 9 0 1 9 5 9 3 1 1 3 2 6 0  1 3 1 8  0 4 6 0 1 5 6 0 2 4 1 8 0 6 6 0 2 5
6 9 3 1 3 9 0 1 9 5 9 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 0 1
6 9 3  1 3 9 0 1 9 5 9 1  2 1 3 2 3 6 0 1
6 9 3 1 3 9 0 1 9 5 9 1  2 1 3 2 6 0 2 6 0 3 0 1
1 5 2 8 3 9 0 1 9 5 9 1  3 1 3 2 1 3 1 3 9 0 3
6 9 0 9 3 9 0 1 9 6 0  1 0 2 1 0  1 1 4 2 3 9 0  1
5 4 3 1 3 9 0 1 9 5 9 1  3 1 4 2 21 0 3
0 6 4 8 3 9 0 1 9 5 9 1 3 2 1 4 5 1 1 0 21 0 3
4 5 1 1 3 9 0 1 9 5 9 1  0 0 1 0 0 4 0 21 0 2
6 9 5 6 3 9 0 1 9 5 8 1  3 0 1 01 5 1  0 2
0 3 5 3 3 9 0 1 9 5 8 1  3 0 1 0 3 6 0 1
1 5 2 8 3 9 0 1 9 5 7 1  3 0 1 0 1 3 0 3 6 0 1
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TWO P A S S  PROGRAM 
SAMPLK DATA
2 7 0 6  0 0 0 0 1  A9 0 2 5 2 A0 3 2 0  0 4  
2 7 3 2  0 1 2 0 0 1 4 0 1 4  7 3 0  0 0 1 0 4 6 0  1 A
1 0 9 2  0 1 3 5 7 2 1 0 1 2 5 6 0 1 0 9 2 2 4  0 1 2 5  6 0 1 6 6 6 4 6 0 2 3 3 6 0  1 1 0 0 2 6 0 1 4 7 3 0 1  
1 1 3 0 0 1 1 4 0 2 1 0 1 1  
4 1 5  0 9 3 4  9 0 0  0 0 2 2  6 0 3 8
9 4 7 0 1 OO C O 1 1 0 0 3 5 0 1 0 3 6 0 ^ 4  0 0 4  8  3 5  7 0 1 0 5 7 1 6 0 1 2 0 5 0 0 4 0 0 1 5 0
0 4  7 0 1 3 2 2  0 1 3 0 0 1  1 0 1 3 5 7 0 0 0 0 2 2 6 0 1 4  7 3 0 1  3 5 7 1  1 0 1 4  7 3 0 0
5 1 4 7 0 3 5 0 1 2 1 0 5 1 4 7 0 3 5 0 1 2 6 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 5 2 6 3 1  0 0 6 4 90  0 9 0 8 4 3 0 6 7 4 4  0 4 4 6 1  2 
0 2 4  0  4 9 0  0 0  3 5 0 1 4  6 0 0  7 8 4  01
5 7  2 0  0 3  0 5  9  1 6  0 3  0 5  9 0 0 0 7  0 4 9  0 0  0  0 0  0  2 6  0 4 3  7'  ■- O 4 3 9  9 3 1 0 3 8  
5 4  2 0 0 3 5 5 6 4  4 0 3 0 5 9 0 0 6 4  6 1 6 4  4 5 0 0 0 2 6 0 4  6 4  6 6 5 6 4  9 3 1 0 3 '
0 6 1 0 0 0 7 0 2 3 1 0 0 6 1 0 0  3 0 5 9 4  9 0 5 9 0 4 0  3 1 0 0 6 2 0 0 0 7  1 2 3  
9 7 6 0 5 6 4 0 5 4 2 0 4  0 3 7 1 3 8 6 2 6 0 0 0 9 0 4  0 3 4  2 1 6 4  0 0 4  0-1 6 6
2 1 6 0 0 6 0 9 6 7 8 0 0 4 7 0 5 9 6 4  0 1 3 0 0 2 6 0 5 9  
4 6 5 4 1 6 1 1 3 4 1 1 0 4  7 0 5 9 4  2 0 1 2 1 6 6 1 4  5 4  
5 7 6 0 4 1 5 4 6 2 6 2 1 4 6 0 9 6 7 5 5 5
9 2 6 0 9 3 5 4 1 0 0 3 2 4 4 0 7 6 9 8 0 1 5 0 9 3 3 0 1 5 0 9 0 0 0 9 5 0 6 0 1 5 0 9 0 0 4 8 5 4  
0 0 0 0  2 2 4 0 1 4  7 3 0 1 2 5 6 4  7 0  3 5  
0 1 3 5 7 2 6 0 1 4  7 3 0 1 2 5 6 2 6 0 1 0 9 2 0 3
51 1 6 4 3 1 2 0 1 6 4 3 2 1  Q 9 0 4 9 2 3 0 0 2 2 6 0 1 4 4 6 4 6 7 6 4 6 2 0 1 4 7 3 7 6  
2 7 3 0 4 2 3 0 4 6 5 4 5 6 6 0 2 8 5 5 9 7 1  1 0 6 4 3 9 5 0 2 1  3 1 0  0 4 9 3 0 5 9 0 2 5 3 0 4 2 0 4 4 6 1 2 1 2  
0 1 6 0 3 2 9 1  0 0 5 5 0 1  6 0 3 3  T 1 0 0 4 8 6 0 6 0 0 4
2 5 4 4  3 7 6 2 3 2 6 7 3 4 3 4 1 6 4 4  6 1 3 1 4 6 2 6 7 9 3 1 2 4  3 3  + 6 2 1 5 3  3 1 4 8 0 1 8 0  
0 0 1 0  2 3 1 0  0 6 0 8 0  0 7 6 8 4
0 4 8  3 5 2 6 0 0 5 4 8 0 0 0  0 0 4 4  0  5 5 4  4 0 0 4  8 5 2 6 0 1 2  
5 4 6 1 5 2 6 8 5 0 4 8 0 0 8 4 6 1 2  0  5 0 4  4  5 0  0 4  2 5 4  4 5 2
0 2 6 0  3 0 5 9 0  3 2 9 1 3 3 0 0 5 4 8 0 0 5 4 5 4 4 0 2 9 8 0 0 3 2 9 1 1 4 0 3 0 6 9 0 0 5 4 9 4  
6 2 1 0 1 2 5 6 0 ! 0 9 2 2 4 0 1 2 5 6 0 1 5 6 5 4  7 0 1 8 9 2 0 1  
6 1 5 3 4 3 5 6 0 1 0 9 2 2 5 6 1 6 7 6 0  10 6 0 0 5 2 4 8 9 2 0  1
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